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Johnny G
the inventor of spinning

The inventor of Spinning talks to Kate Crack-
nell about his new bike, his desire to keep 

moving the industry forward, and the vital 
importance of engaging your mind whenever 
you’re moving

What did the indoor cycling sector look like be-
fore Spinning came out? 
The sector simply didn’t exist before Spinning. 
When I came up with the idea, I had to design 
and build my own bike, which I did by hand. This 
was in 1987 and there was nothing like it on the 
market.

How did you come up with the idea of Spinning? 
I was a professional athlete and cyclist, and 
I’d done the Race Across America twice – the 
longest, most gruelling cycling race in the world, 
stretching for 220 hours with just 18 hours’ 
sleep. 

I was passionate about cycling and I wanted 
to share some of the principles I’d learned on 
the road with people working out in a gym 
environment.

But as I say, there was simply nothing like 
Spinning on the market, so when I came up with 
the idea I also had to work on everything around 
it – the bike, the concept, the patent applications, 
the programming, years of testing the classes, 
finding and training instructors. I did all of this 
myself, essentially creating what is now known 
as the Johnny G Method.

I then joined forces with Schwinn in 1994 and 
we built the Johnny G Spinner by Schwinn, which 
was launched at IHRSA San Francisco in 1995. It 
received an overwhelming response from all the 
operators at the show. 

Over the years that followed, the bike evolved 
cosmetically – including when Spinning moved 
from Schwinn to Star Trac – but essentially the 
mechanics, the method and the programming 
remained the same.
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This approach has proved very popular over 
the years: by 2004, we had trained 70,000 
instructors around the world, in many different 
languages.

How has the broader indoor cycling market 
developed over more recent years? 
It’s become a very competitive sector, both 
from a supplier and an operator perspective.
Most recently, we’ve seen the boutiques – 
SoulCycle, Flywheel and so on – popping up 
everywhere and creating a successful niche. 
I’ve been very impressed by the indoor cycling 
studios I’ve seen around the world. I feel 
people have got it down to a science.

We’ve also seen Peloton taking gym training 
and moving it into the home. Technology 
has moved things on dramatically in gyms 
too: colour zones for heart rate training, 
leaderboards, tracking progress, virtual 
cycling and so on.

It goes back to what 
Bruce Lee once said: 
that movement without 
philosophy is mechanical, 
but movement with 
philosophy becomes art. 

Engaging the mind allows us to express and 
develop ourselves as human beings.

What is the essence of the Spinning pro-
gramme?
The programme is pretty robust, based on my 
martial arts training as well as the training I 
developed on the road. It was very effective as 
a competitive cyclist, and when I brought it in-
doors it was equally effective.

Importantly, my programming always had 
a mind-body component. Of course, the 
stationary bike is a tool to get yourself in good 
physical condition, but I honestly believe anyone 
can do the physical part. It’s the mental side of 
the programme – the philosophy – that’s key, 
because the body follows the mind. 
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I’ve seen choreographed classes, leaderboards 
and graphics and movies, different environments, 
different inspirations… Some people like stats, 
leaderboards and competition and there are 
apps and studios that cater for that. Others 
like singing, dancing, partying, entertainment. 
Others prefer stillness, darkness, candles. It’s all 
out there and that’s great. The more avenues we 
explore, the more people will get involved. 

But although the ways in which cycling is delivered 
and expressed and packaged are multiplying, 
it still basically comes down to the same thing: 
riding a stationary bike, getting a sweat on, and 
playing on imaginary terrain. 

Provided this is delivered with sanity and variety, 
putting thought into the different styles of train-
ing – from strength rides and hills, through HIIT 
and time trials, to recovery rides – it’s a great, 
safe, non-impact way to get results fast while 
working at your own level. This is why indoor cy-
cling isn’t a fad. It’s a staple, and indeed a way of 
life, for many people.

Do you think full-service health club chains can 
compete with the cycling boutiques?
I do, because of the numbers of people they’re 
servicing. If you look at the bigger chains, they 
have hundreds of thousands of members – far 
more than the boutiques.

There’s a perception that boutiques are the 
powerful ones, but boutiques are brands. That’s 
where their power lies: brands can be very 
powerful, and a boutique chain with 30 or 40 
clubs is a strong statement.

But in terms of sheer numbers, it’s all about the 
mainstream clubs. This is where the financial 
power lies. And this is where the majority of 
people will still get fit.

For any clubs that want to up their game, I’d 
suggest focusing on education and training, 
making sure the programming is as good as it can 
be, investing in great equipment and instructors 
and creating special events to keep members 
engaged and reaching to achieve more.
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What’s your view on the shape of the indoor cy-
cling market right now – is it getting close to 
saturation?
I had an interesting conversation with someone 
the other day who said it isn’t about new 
members any more. It’s about recycling the 
same population within gyms and making sure 
we have the programmes in place to take care of 
people as they age. There has to be something 
programme-wise for everyone.

That will be the next big trend I think, not just in 
indoor cycling but in fitness generally. As people 
age, we need to help them take care of their bodies 
so they’re in as good a condition as they can be for 
their age. A lot of the programming now is suited 
to younger people, but what about programmes 
– stretching and so on – for someone in their 
70s? How can we support someone’s 75-year-
old body so it’s functioning and performing to its 
own maximum potential?

So we need to look at longevity of training. We 
also need to look at the mental side of fitness 
– the peace of mind it gives you, the sense 
of empowerment, the ability to deal with the 
emotional activity of life. The focus needs to 
be on helping people grow as human beings so 
they’re fitter, healthier and happier.

What have you been working on recently?
I have two big projects at the moment. The 
first is the Johnny G Spirit bike, which is being 
manufactured by Dyaco. I believe there are still 
untapped opportunities in the indoor cycling 
market, so we’ve put our hearts into developing 
a bike like no other. 

The Johnny G Spirit bike includes some new 
innovative features: a battery-less generator, 
for example, and electronic shifting. You don’t 
turn a knob to increase and decrease 
resistance. Instead, our electronic 
system is very specific and 
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quantified, so you’re able to accurately replicate 
your training. We have a console too, which has 
been designed to clearly focus the mind on five 
key metrics: resistance, time, distance, watts 
(power) and heart rate.

This focus on distance and time links in with my 
other project, Ride of Truth. This is an event-
based programme for cycling enthusiasts, where 
you come along for five hours and do lectures 
and workshops, you take part in various cycling 
training methodologies – hills, endurance, 
intervals, recovering and so on. But crucially, you 
do a time trial. This is at the heart of the event.

Importantly, Ride of Truth isn’t about having 
an instructor in front of you telling you what to 
do. Instead, you’re given a goal and a challenge 
and you go for it. So, for example, we know 

that fitness enthusiasts – if they push 
themselves and ride at a good 

pace – will cover 5 miles in 20 
minutes. We might therefore 

give someone the goal 
of riding 5 miles in 15 
minutes.

We therefore have a per-
formance aspect based 

around time and distance. 
But we’re also tapping into 

the emotional aspect of be-
ing a human being; self-devel-

opment starts when you taste 
challenge, adversity, when you have 

to face yourself. It’s very liberating.

In fact, this is why we’ve called it Ride of Truth: 
because at our events, everyone has to face 
their own ability, the intensity they can handle, 
their power to focus their mind. It’s about 
tenacity, courage… all the things that make 
athletes athletes. It’s about exploring not only 

your physiological limits, but also where you can 
take yourself in terms of self-motivation and 
inspiration.

Finally, what role do you personally intend to 
play in the future of indoor cycling?
I intend to keep pushing and moving fitness 
forward. I’m passionate about what I do, and 
I want to keep inspiring people of all ages and 
mentalities, sharing fragments of information 
with those who are like-minded and who are 
looking for mentorship – people who are looking 
to excel and who want to reap the best of what 
health and fitness has to offer.

Ultimately, I’ve grown over many years – both 
as a professional athlete and as a human being 
– and I love what wholesome, mindful activity 
can do for you.

I will keep pursuing this 
hobby and passion of mine 
for as long as it keeps 
giving me and my family joy.

Author: Kate Cracknell

Kate Cracknell is the for-
mer editor of Health Club 
Management magazine 
and has been reporting 
on the health and fit-
ness industry for over a 
decade. She now works 
as a freelance journalist, 
copywriter and consul-
tant specialising in the 
global fitness sector. 

healthclubkate@gmail.com 
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The heart of the matter
by myzone ceo dave wright

Heart rate training has been a buzzword 
over recent years, but what are the ben-

efits of this form of training, and who’s doing 
it really well? Kate Cracknell speaks to Myzone 
CEO Dave Wright

What are the benefits of heart rate training? 
The heart is the engine that pumps blood around 
the body to allow our muscles to function. The 
more efficient and powerful our heart, the better 
we perform. 

When you train your heart to be more efficient, 
it’s usually measured in terms of intensity or 
effort: at what percentage of its maximum 
capacity is the heart having to beat to carry 
out the activity or exercise? The benefit of this 
sort of effort-based training is that you can 

easily measure your progress – how efficiently 
is your heart performing compared to previous 
workouts, and how much have you therefore 
improved in response to the task at hand?

What’s the science behind all this?
There are two main methodologies to training. 
The first is MILO theory, which involves progres-
sive overload. The second is the SAID principle: 
the Specific Adaptation of Imposed Demand. 

The latter is based on the notion that, when 
a demand or stress is placed on the body, it 
responds by adapting to it. So, for example, say 
you did a 50km flat bike ride at a certain pace. If 
you continued to do this regularly, after a period 
of time your heart would adapt to it and it would 
feel easier. 
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It therefore follows that, if you want to keep 
progressing, rather than focusing on distance 
over time it’s better to focus on effort over time 
(through heart rate training). The by-product 
of this approach is that riders progress and are 
able to cycle further and faster.  

At this point, it’s important to note one of the 
greatest misconceptions when it comes to 
heart rate training. Many people believe the 
determinant of fitness is how high someone’s 
heart rate goes during training. That’s incorrect. 
The true indicator of your fitness is your resting 
heart rate, and how quickly your heart rate drops 
after exercise.

How precise does heart rate training allow you 
to be?
The deeper science of heart rate training 
dives into the energy systems of anaerobic 
thresholds and lactate inflection points, 
which occur when your heart is beating 
so fast that there isn’t enough oxygen to 
feed its function. At this point, the body 
begins to use the glycogen in the 
muscles as an energy source. 

As long as the heart rate 
monitor is accurate – which many 
are not – then heart rate training allows 
riders to find, and then train at, precise 
heart rate intensities for a highly efficient 
workout.

Heart rate training always feels rath-
er elitist. Is it suitable for everyone, 
whatever their fitness level? 
Working at percentages of maximum 
heart rates – better known as 
‘intensities’ or ‘effort levels’ – makes it 
easier for everyone to understand their 
training, whatever their fitness levels. 

If that information is displayed using simple 
colour zones, it simplifies the principles of heart 
rate training so that anyone can understand it. 
In the Myzone system, for example, someone 
who’s extremely fit and riding in a pack might be 
able to cruise along in the blue zone (60 per cent 
of their maximum heart rate) – but someone 

who’s less fit might move into the yellow 
zone (80 per cent of their maximum heart 
rate) if they try to achieve the same pace.  

Most heart rate systems these days are 
structured around intensity zones 

linked to colours – but some also 
attach points associated with 
those different colours, adding 
gamification to the process. Again, 
this helps engage people of all fit-
ness levels as it adds an element 
of fun. 

For example, Myzone allocates 
one point per minute spent in the 

grey zone (50–59 per cent of maxi-
mum heart rate), two points per min-
ute in the blue zone (60–69 per cent), 
three points per minute in the green 
zone (70–79 per cent), and then four 
points per minute spent in the yellow 
(80–89 per cent) or red (90–100 per 
cent) zones.

If we use a car as an analogy, 

rather than focusing on 

how fast the car is going, 

the focus would be on how 

many revs it’s producing. 
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How do you set heart rate training goals?
An easy way to do this is to set yourself a simple 
points target per week or per month. How you 
achieve that is then down to you and how much 
time and effort you’re willing to put in 

How do you track your progress?
In our system, each workout is shown as a 
bar chart at the end of the session: you can 
see exactly which intensity zones you’ve been 
training in, as each bar on the chart is coloured 
according to the zone you were in during that 
minute of the workout.  

When you compare your latest graph to previous 
sessions where you did the same workout, you’re 
able to see where the colours differ – that is, 
where the effort levels required were different 
(and hopefully lower) for the same exercise.

In addition, we always advise doing a consistent 
one-minute heart rate recovery test every two 
to three months. This gives a clear picture of 
your fitness levels, which you can then track 
over time.

What are the benefits of heart rate training in a 
group cycling environment?
Effort-based training adds an important 
dimension of inclusivity to indoor cycling. 

Indoor cycling is often seen as rather elitist and 
intimidating, with extremely competent cyclists 
instructing the class and an array of people 
– often well-established regulars – trying to 
keep up. Focusing on effort (through heart rate 

– but the points add up 

with each workout, 

which is very motivating.
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training) means that even beginners can be 
rewarded for the effort they put into the session.

But in fact, it’s not only beginners who benefit 
from this focus on effort. It’s also crucial to the 
effective implementation of heart rate training 
in group classes generally. 

The issue with heart rate training in a 
group exercise environment is that it’s only 
relevant if a consistent metric – such as 
intensity percentage – is applied. 
Training at a definitive heart rate 
number has no bearing if it isn’t 
related to each individual’s maximum 
heart rate: if you ask a 42-year-old to train 
at, say, 150 beats per minute, they will likely be 
training at a very different intensity than, for 
example, a 22-year-old in the same class… or 
even another 42-year-old.

On the other hand, if heart rate training is 
delivered based on percentage of maximum 
heart rate, and applied in simple colours, then it 
doesn’t matter how fit or unfit participants are, 
or how old. It’s all about effort – how hard each 
individual is having to push themselves based 
on their own fitness levels. For this reason, it’s a 
much easier metric for an instructor to coach to.

Do you have any examples of group cycling 
studios where heart rate training has been 
applied particularly well?
One great example is LifeFit Center @ The 
Beach, located at Long Beach State University 
in California, US. This club offers membership 
to adults aged 49+ years old and uses Myzone 
in all of its cycling classes, including the cycling 
portion of its signature ‘Strength for Living’ small 
group training programme – a programme that 
includes cycling and resistance training. 

Not only do LifeFit Center 
instructors coach to the live heart 
rate feedback Myzone provides 
– essential to delivering a safe 
and effective cycling experience, 
especially as the membership is 
older – but they also use Myzone as part of 
their progressive cycling programming, moving 
clients from endurance, to tempo, to threshold, 
to HIIT training. 

Members gain a richer cycling experience, 
spurred on by the accountability and gamification 
of heart rate training. They’re also better able to 
understand their progress, because they can 
see how their heart responds to exercise in real 
time, and are encouraged by fitness staff to 
monitor improved heart rate recovery. 

From a club perspective, using heart rate 
training has lent itself to member retention 
generally, and in particular within the cycling 
classes. ‘Strength for Living’ participants sign up 
again and again; many members have been in 
this programme for several years.
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What do you think will be the next big trends 
in this area?
Formats like Zone Match classes are, I believe, the 
future of indoor cycling and heart rate training. 
Zone Match is a game where participants have 
to match their own heart rate to the colours 
shown on the screen. This is all based on effort: 
how hard they should be working based on their 
own fitness levels. It’s easy to understand, easy 
to follow and good fun. 

Anything that’s simple, inclusive and fun will win 
in the world of group cycling, and group training 
generally.  

Meanwhile, I believe power and wattage will go 
into decline due to the complexity of this form 
of training for the average group exercise cyclist. 

What are your top tips for an operator wanting 
to set up a heart rate-based group cycling of-
fering?
Don’t use the term ‘heart rate’. Focus instead 
on ‘effort’ or ‘intensity training’. Everyone can 
understand a percentage or a colour, but not 
everyone can understand numbers such as 
beats per minute.

Author: Kate Cracknell

What are the commercial opportunities in 
heart rate training for club operators?
First of all, there’s the obvious revenue model of 
selling devices such as heart rate monitors. But 
even more important is the impact on member 
satisfaction and retention. In particular, if you 
have a heart rate points collection system and 
connect this to your club’s rewards scheme, 
then the boost to member retention will easily 
cover the investment needed to install a heart 
rate system in the first place.

Kate Cracknell is the for-
mer editor of Health Club 
Management magazine 
and has been reporting 
on the health and fit-
ness industry for over a 
decade. She now works 
as a freelance journalist, 
copywriter and consul-
tant specialising in the 
global fitness sector. 

healthclubkate@gmail.com 
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Customized BODY BIKES for 
the national football team

Indoor cycling is a part of the Denmark nation-
al football team, preparing for the world Cup 
2018 in Russia.  

In the pursuit of success and glory in Russia. 
The Denmark Football association are doing 
their utmost to provide the best equipment 
available, giving the players the best opportuni-
ties to train, recover and prepare.

In cooperation with Fitnes Engros, Danish 
distributor of BODY BIKE®, the best fitness 
equipment was made available. Including the 
SMART®+, indoor cycles from BODY BIKE®. For 
the occasion -  dressed in a customized design, 
Denmark football association logo and graphics.

The football World Cup in Russia is taking 
place 14 June – 15 July 2018
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The perfect playlist for indoor 
cycling

D  airy cows produce more milk when listening 
to music in the cowshed. And music 

motivates people to work out harder and stay 
focused at the fitness centre. Both statements 
are scientific facts. 

Kim Lahn is perhaps Denmark’s leading expert 
when it comes to music for indoor cycling. 
Now aged 47, he was just 14 years old when 
he began working as a DJ. At the age of 18 
he became a radio presenter, and when he 
turned 20 he started making his own music and 
remixing for others.

His first experience of an indoor cycling studio 
was, he says, frightening yet addictive at the 
same time. The music was loud, the instructor 
was demanding, and he sweated like he had 

never sweated before. But nevertheless, he re-
ally enjoyed it – and it proved addictive enough 
that he had, by the age of 30, become an indoor 
cycling instructor.

As an indoor cycling instructor, Kim’s key focus 
has always been – and remains – the music. He 
prepares new music for each training session, 
driven by a passion to create soundtracks that 
help him deliver the best possible workout each 
time.

He explains: “I always have the same three 
goals for all my sessions. First, it has to feel as 
though the time flies by. Second, it has to be ef-
ficient training. And third, 10 minutes after the 
training session has finished, I want the riders 
to want more. 
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He adds: “My favourite moment is when I look 
someone in the eye and I can see they are 
pushing themselves to the limit, but they are 
still smiling and singing along. It doesn’t matter 
whether there are 10 or 300 people in the class 
– it’s the same great feeling.”

Mix it up 
Most indoor cycling instructors dream of putting 
together the perfect playlist that everybody just 
loves – so how do you go about this? 

“Unfortunately, there’s no set recipe for a 
successful playlist,” says Kim. “Discussing what 
good music is, is rather like discussing favourite 
colours; it’s very hard to argue why blue is a nicer 
colour than red.

“It’s my experience that 
music helps me achieve 
all three goals.”

“There are, however, some useful rules of thumb 
that can help you create a popular playlist. 

“First of all, studies show that the music we 
listen to when we are 14 is the most important 
in our lives – the music that means the most to 
us. If the majority of the people joining your class 
were born in the seventies, for example, they will 
most likely prefer music from the mid-eighties. If 
you prefer remixes because of their more distinct 
beats, no problem: many of the eighties hits have 
also been remixed. 

“Another good idea is to think like a DJ. If 
everybody in the room were there to dance 
instead of cycle, what kind of music would a DJ 
play to fill the dance floor? Well, that’s exactly 
the music you should play to fill the cycling 
studio too. Mix old and new tunes and different 
genres – rock, pop and dance. Everybody’s 
taste in music differs, and your personal taste 
is probably also very different from your riders’, 
so make sure there’s something in there for 
everyone.”
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He continues: “I do believe the best playlist is 
one the instructor likes. They have to put their 
heart and soul into a class, as well as con-
necting with the riders, and this is easier if the 
music actually touches him or her and evokes 
feelings in them. 

“However, if you’re a skilled instructor with 
a good musical understanding, I believe it’s 
possible to use all kinds of music for your 
cycling sessions.”

Stay on the beat
So what are Kim’s tips for using the music 
tracks you’ve chosen for your class?

“Have you ever taken a Step class or a Zumba 
class and been asked to dance off-beat?” he 
asks, before answering his own question: 
“Probably not.”

He continues: “Music and rhythm are equally 
important tools in a cycling studio. Music comes 

in so many different speeds, from 30-40 bpm 
(beats per minute) to 3,000 bpm – and with 
all those different beats and speeds available, 
you really should be able to find music that 
matches any number of revolutions per minute 
on the bike.”

And if cycling in time with the music helps 
riders feel more at-one with the workout, it also 
distracts them from the exertion by allowing 
them to enjoy the tunes. Kim explains: “Music 
– and verbal cuing that goes with the music – 
make the session fly by faster. The more natural 
and on-beat it feels, and the more the riders 
truly feel the music, the easier it is to forget 
oneself, the pain and all the hard work.”

His final piece of advice: “You also need to be 
familiar with the music you use. You have to 
know when the music peaks, when the beat 
drops and when it slows down. This will ensure 
you’re able to use the music effectively, not only 
to push the riders but also for relaxation.”
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8 Top tips 
Kim offers a few final pieces of advice to take 
away:
1. There is no easy way to perfection. It takes 

a lot of hard work to become an even better 
instructor and create even better playlists. 

2. Learn to match your music with your ideas 
and the pace of your training session. 

3. I spend 10–20 hours each week listening 
to music, finding new inspiration and new 
tracks. 

4. I keep a close eye on international music 
charts.

5. I subscribe to different DJ podcasts.
6. I follow a number of users on Mixcloud and 

SoundCloud.
7. I use the Shazam app whenever I hear 

something new on the radio, at a concert or 
in a TV ad.

8. I check out DJ set lists. 

So immerse yourself in a world of music, know 
what music your members enjoy, and have 
some fun!

Useful resources

Kim Lahn - radio host, DJ, indoor cycling 
instructor and music geek.

Kim is an educated cycling instructor. 
Teaching classes since 2001 and per-
forming at major indoor cycling events 
in Denmark. whether he motivates rid-
ers in the cycling room, does radio or 
mixing his own music in the studio un-
der the name “Kilahni” – MUSIC is his 
PASSION!
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The Official UK Top Singles Chart

House music, charts and online shop

DJ tracklists 

Charts and online shop – all genres

Leading EDM record label, Spinnin Records

Best free SoundCloud downloads

Drum and bass inspiration: Search for ’UKF Drum & Bass’ on Youtube

“Perhaps the world’s best mash-up artist,” according to Kim – “Happy Cat Disko”:  

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.



The best of all worlds
by Jennifer Sage

T he ICA’s Jennifer Sage outlines her mission: 
to bridge the gap between cycling purists 

and the ‘party on a bike’ brigade, creating a 
resource that teaches instructors across the 
sector how to lead technically robust classes 
in a way that truly inspires and enthuses the 
riders.

I started out on my indoor cycling journey in the 
early days of Spinning®, as a master instructor 
for Mad Dogg Athletics and Spinning. That was 
1997 – 21 years ago. I’ve since travelled the 
world and trained thousands of instructors, 
presented at dozens of conferences and live 
workshops, written some of the continuing 
education curriculum for Spinning, and taught 
thousands of classes. 

I discovered early on that I have a knack for 
inspiring others while on the bike. There’s no 
greater feeling than hearing from instructors 
who told me I changed their lives as they learned 
how to become better and more inspiring 
coaches. 

However, I began to spot new trends in indoor 
cycling that I found concerning…

Keeping It Real
In 2003, I created a workshop for a Spinning 
conference called Keep It Real, which addressed 
some of the emerging trends in the industry that 
seemed a bit, well, troubling. That session soon 
became a continuing education workshop called 
‘Contraindications in Spinning’ – by which we 
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do whatever you wanted on it. Their focus was 
on music, high energy and fun above technique 
or performance. It was all about dancing to the 
music rather than music as a backdrop. They 
believed a class that ‘kept it real’ was boring and 
meant that riders sat in the saddle the whole 
time. 

They weren’t entirely wrong! Even though I have 
always been on the side of proper technique, I 
recognised what they were rebelling against. 
I had seen the poor instruction, inadequate 
motivation, even downright boring classes. 
Classes that were technically correct, but no 
more.

Meanwhile, I could also see the party crowd 
were doing something very right. They excelled 
at the fun factor and drew big crowds as a result. 
SoulCycle had taken the industry by storm and 
Flywheel followed soon after. They had touched 
on the magic of entertainment and musicality 
and focused on customer service. 

meant “just don’t do it”. It challenged many of the 
techniques that had been popping up in classes; 
moves such as push-ups, crunches, squats and 
lifting weights while riding the bike.

The thinking was this: none of these non-
traditional moves add to your fitness in any 
appreciable way, nor do they increase calorific 
consumption. But they do detract from the 
effectiveness of pedalling the bike. They may 
also cause discomfort and, in some cases, injury.  

In 2007, I put this thinking into an e-book called 
Keep It Real, which focused on the idea that 
indoor cycling should stay true to ‘real’ cycling 
techniques, cycling science and proper training 
principles – even if you don’t ride outside. 

This resonated with instructors around the 
globe, with hundreds contacting me to find out 
how they could get their riders to understand 
how important it was to ‘keep it real’. 

The great divide
However, not everyone agreed with this ‘keep 
it real’ concept. I noticed a large schism was 
forming in my beloved industry. 

On one side were the ‘purists’ – the instructors 
who kept true to cycling technique, sometimes 
even to a fault. One of their mantras was: “If you 
don’t do it on a bike outside, you shouldn’t do it 
indoors.” (This was a step further than even my 
‘keep it real’ concept; I believe there are some 
things you can do indoors that you wouldn’t do 
outdoors. You just have to ensure everything is 
based on proper biomechanics for an effective 
workout.)

On the other side was the ‘party on a bike’ 
brigade – those who felt an indoor cycle wasn’t 
like an outdoor bike, and that you could therefore 

How could we 
get more of that 
magic on the 
keep-it-real side?

Bridging the gap
I wanted to bring the best of both sides together. 
I knew I could have an impact on the ‘boring’ 
instructors if I had an opportunity to teach them 
about motivational coaching, music, profile 
design, public speaking skills and building a 
connection with their riders. I also knew I could 
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have an impact on the ‘party’ instructors, showing 
them how to keep it fun, motivating and on-the-
beat while adhering to proper biomechanics and 
training principles.

I felt bridging the gap in this way could help 
heal my industry and vastly boost the success 
of participants around the world. There were 
negatives and positives to both sides – all I 
needed was a platform to showcase the best of 
all worlds and raise the level of instruction across 
all indoor cycling programmes.

That platform came in 2011, 

when I launched the Indoor 

Cycling Association (ICA) 

– a global online 

educational resource for 

indoor cycling instructors. 
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Introducing the ICA
The ICA is not a certifying agency. Neither is 
it attached to any one programme; it doesn’t 
matter the certification or the bike you teach on. 
We simply want to help instructors get to the next 
level of knowledge and inspiration once they’re 
certified, with online content that combines 
evidence-based technique, inspirational coaching, 
technology, entertainment, music and fun.

One of the primary missions of the ICA is to be 
a driving force in the industry, so that all bike 
manufacturers and programmes will continue to 
thrive, and so that boutique studios and clubs can 
stay in business. We want to be the rising tide 
that lifts all boats. 

The goal of the ICA is to take the science of cycling 
and make it more accessible and interesting to 
instructors. We teach them how to coach their 
riders with technically correct classes, without 
blinding people with the boring side of science. 
We teach the physiology and the biomechanics 
of indoor cycling, but we also show instructors 
how to be motivational coaches who make their 
classes fun. 

In the belief that haphazard training produces 
haphazard results, we teach instructors how to 
create solid classes based on effective training 
principles, rather than throwing together a 
mishmash of movements. 

Once they’ve designed their class, it’s time to 
think about the music. This has to match the 
message and tempo of the class profile, so the ICA 
teaches instructors to find music based on beats 
per minute (bpm) in order to match the desired 
cadence (rpm). The ICA has literally hundreds 
of theme-ride ideas and playlists to keep the 
entertainment factor high.
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There’s also advice on how to use new technology 
to your advantage: apps, video displays, virtual 
rides and training with power meters. Used 
wisely, these technological enhancements can 
increase class participation and engagement; 
used poorly, it may end up deterring riders.

And finally, one of the signature features of the 
ICA curriculum is the educational content on 
coaching and cueing. Being a coach is more than 
just yelling out platitudes like “Find the champion 
within.” The most impactful instructors coach 
their riders to look inward for intrinsic motivation, 
not outward for external distraction. They inspire 
riders to push themselves beyond their own 
self-imposed limitations, encouraging them to 

use mantras and affirmations and helping them 
set and meet personal goals. 

When instructors learn how to engage riders 
through inspirational coaching and mind-body 
connections, there’s no need to resort to in-
effective distractions such as push-ups, tap-
backs, crunches or weights. Instead, riders will 
excel through the mental strength techniques 
they learn in class.

This is the ICA approach to bringing together the 
best of both worlds – technique and inspiration – 
to ensure riders get results as well as enjoyment, 
and the indoor cycling sector continues to thrive.
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The ICA website has an archive of over 1,000 educational articles and videos on every topic an 
instructor might need, from new instructors to 15-year veterans. There are also 800+ posts just on 
music for indoor cycling classes. New content is added weekly: www.indoorcyclingassociation.com

www.indoorcyclingassociation.com

101 Ways to Be a Better Indoor Cycling Instructor

Keep it Real ebook

If you’re an instructor looking to raise the bar of your own knowledge, download this free guide: 
101 Ways to Be a Better Indoor Cycling Instructor

And, for both instructors and participants looking to understand what it means to keep it real in 
your cycling classes and why certain techniques are contraindicated, you can find the Keep it Real 
ebook right here

For more information
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